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foster mother achieve this kind of understanding, the agency 
I 
provides regular contact with the foster mother through its 
representative, the placement worker. irt is the duty of this 
worker to keep himself informed with the latest and best 
i 
knowledge relative to the adjustment pr'oblems of the adoles-
cent boy and be able to communicate thi!s knowledge to the 
foster mother in terms that she can understand and apply. The 
worker performs this function by visits1 to the foster home on 
a regular basis--sometimes weekly, som~times monthly, or ac-
cording to some other plan of regular visiting. The worker 
! 
must also be prepared to make unscheduled visits when the 
foster mother appeal~ to him on an eme~gency basis for help 
with some adjustment problem of the adolescent boy which she 
i 
feels is beyond her own immediate resources of understanding 
and skill~ 
This study was carried out in the foster home placement 
department of the New England Home for ~ittle Wanderers1 in 
Boston, Massachusetts. NEH is a multip,le-function social 
. I 
agency, in which the writer serves as placement worker. NEH's 
foster home program is operated through the use of a large 
number of foster homes, previously inv~stigated and approved 
I 
I 
i by the agency's home-finder. The foster parents are considere~ 
and are encouraged to think of themsel~es, as important members 
of the agency staff. They are paid a weekly board rate for 
I 
1. Hereafter referred to as ~· 
2. 
'I 
the children placed in their care. 
The children who require foster home care are usually 
from homes that are incomplete, either by reason of the physi-
! 
cal absence of one or both parents, or the emotional absence 
of one or both parents expressed in terms of neglect, cruelty, 
or rejection. rt is the function of the placement worker to 
I 
I 
prepare the child and the foster parents for each other. For 
I the child this preparation includes, whenever possible, a pre-
placement visit to the foster home, and for the foster mother 
i 
some interpretation of the child's special needs and problems. 
i 
I 
Once the child is placed, the agency worker continues to visit 
in the foster home to help the foster p~arents understand and 
meet the child's emotional needs and to: help them to handle, 
as they arise, any problems in the child's behaviour which may 
I 
I be perplexing to them as foster parents. The worker also 
seeks to help the child toward better s1elf-understanding and 
growth toward eventual maturity. 
The study is concerned with the natural crises which 
arise in the course of the successful maintenance of an ado-
lescent boy in foster home care. The ~ubjects for the study 
are fourteen foster mothers who had maintained an adolescent 
I 
boy in continuous foster home care for a period of one year 
or more. One year was decided upon bedause the writer felt 
that a placement which had lasted for that long might be 
considered a relatively successful placement and also it 
I 
seemed a sufficiently long period to allow for the emergence 
-· 
' i 
of some of the typical problems encount;ered by the :foster 
mother of an adolescent boy. 
The limitations of the study are chiefly those which stem 
:from the uniqueness of the sample considered. One limiting 
factor is inherent in the nature of the! agency itself. As a 
private agency NEH usually receives into care only those chil-
l 
dren for whom at least a portion of the expense of care is 
provided either by the child's own parent's or some other agen-
cy. Children who are wards of a publici agency may be placed 
by NEH if the responsible public agency; agrees to buy service 
from NEH. As a rule, NEH does not undertake the placement of 
children with severe physical handicaps! or gross mental de-
ficiency, since there are other resourc.es provided for such 
children. 
The relationship of the foster mother to the agency may 
present another limitation of the study1• In her desire for 
approval from the worker as representat~ve of the agency the 
I 
:foster mother sometimes withholds information about· the foster 
child's adjustment to placement, partichlarly information 
which might suggest any failure on her part as a foster mother. 
The method of data collection cons.ti tutes another limi-
! 
I 
tation of the study. A focussed interview of one hour's 
' I 
length was the principal source of information. The shortness 
of time and the fact that the writer ha~ not been previously 
known to some of the foster mothers interviewed, and thus had 
I 
! 
4. 
not established any rela~ionship of confidence with them, pre-
s en ted a definite limitation of communi.ca tion. 
i 
Finally, the size of the sample imposes limits on the 
scope of the conclusions which may be dpawn from this study. 
Fourteen cases is hardly a sufficient npmber to warrant any 
sweeping generalizations. 
s. 
----..,. 
CHAPTER II 
BACKGROD1ID OF STUDt 
A review of the literature shows that little has been 
written which deals specifically with the problems encountered 
I 
by foster mothers in dealing with adolescent boys. In the 
past two or three decades, however, authorities in child wel-
fare and related fields have shown a m~rked interest in the 
I 
adjustment problems of adolescents in general . This has re-
I 
sulted in the development of a large body of literature in 
this area. With the shift in emphasis jin child care away from 
the institution to the foster home a c~nsiderable body of 
I 
knowledge has also developed around the problems of foster 
home care. 
A review of the available literature in these two areas 
is presented here. Furthermore, since the frame of reference 
i 
for the present study includes not only the available litera-
I 
ture in the field, but also the particular agency in which 
the study was conducted, a description jof that agency, the 
New England Home for Little Wanderers, is also presented here. 
I 
i 
Review of Literature on Foster Home Care 
! 
In their comprehensive book on social work with children 
Baylor and Monachesi1 cite the increas~ng use of foster homes 
1. Edith l1.H. Baylor and Elio ;D. l'-1onachesi, ~ 
Rehabilitation of Children, p. 310 ff. I 
6. 
---
- -
in social work with children for the re;adjustment of indi vidu-
, 
als. For these authors the foster hom~ serves a two-fold 
I 
I 
purpose: 1) to provide a subs ·titute ho~e in which the needy 
! 
child finds the com.fort s and satisfactiions that have been 
I 
! 
lacking in his own home, and 2) to func~ tion as an instrument 
' 
or tool in the hands of the social wor~er for the eradication 
i 
or modification of undesirable atti tudejs and habits . Baylor 
and Monachesi, in their study, used 56~ foster homes of the 
i 
Boston Children 's Aid Association, fro9 which to draw certain 
i nferences about foster parents. I 
I t was found that, generally spea.J ing, foster parents 
over thirty-five years of age managed Jetter than those of 
73.2 Pe ...,lj cent thirty-five years or less. In . , of the times 
I 
I 
that childr en were placed with foster ~others over thirty-five 
I 
I years of age a favorable response to care resulted, as against 
56.4 per cent for those in which the fdster mothers were 
I 
! 
thirty-five years of age or less. I 
r 
The above survey showed an almost !complete lack of in-
1 
formation about the educational level df the foster parents. 
The present study serves as a tentativ~ indication of what 
I 
I 
results might have been obtained in a survey on a much larger 
i 
i scale. 
I 
In the Children's Aid study the m~jority of the place-
1 
I 
ments (77.2 per cent) were in homes in iwhich the foster 
I parents were living together in harmon~. In the matter of 
response to care, however, there was odly slight difference 
. I ~*--= ---- =-- --= ~ . -.=.... - -- ----=--·-- --,-_·..::_=-=-~ ---="'-=---i -=- -::...._--; - c --rr- - - ----
= - ~-- l 
between those placed with foster parents whose original mar-
riage had lasted and those placed with the widowed, the di-
vorced, and those married more ' than once . 
Baylor and Monachesi found that the majority of children 
! 
were placed in families where ~he foster fathers were pro-
1 
fessional men, business manageps, skilled tradesmen, or farm-
ers. The highest percentage o~ success was with the skilled 
I 
tradesmen. 
i The Children's Aid study 1yielded a percentage of 60.4 
Portestant and 53.4 Catholic i~ terms of the child•s favorable 
I 
I 
response to care in relation to the religion of the foster 
parents. 
Emily Mitchell \tfires 2 hasi defined the important relation-
i 
ship between the foster mother' and the child care agency, as 
! 
represented by the placement worker, in the following para-
r 
graphs: 
The child is our pri~ary interest and his good 
is our good, but this cannot be visualized or achieved 
without respect to an understanding of what is the 
good of the foster parents'. A worker asked impatient-
ly hovr long she was going to have to meet a foster 
parent's need for recognition. The answer was: as 
long as we are using her home. The parting of the 
ways might of course come about and the child have to 
be removed, but it would not be because of the foster 
parent's demands on the worker's patience, but be-
cause the pervasiveness and ihsatiability of the fos-
ter parent's need leaves too little of herself to give 
to the child. 
. 2. Emily Mitchell Wir:es, "some Factors in the Worker-
Foster-Parent Relationship," Child Welfare, October, 1954, 
p. 16 . 
- _::;:::-- ---~ 
8. 
The worker-foster par~nt relationship is, first 
of all, a human relationshlp. It requires of the work-
er courtesy, kindliness, ahd an appreciation of, and 
a capacity f or response to~ the foster parent's need 
for acceptance, recognition , and status; a response 
I to the foster parent's need to be trusted with the 
child; an acceptance of th~ir desire to be good foster 
parents and therefore shar~ng with the worker in a 
desire for the child's welfare; a knowledge of the 
foster parents' own past ahd present experiences, both 
personal and with the agenby, and a realization of 
I their meaning to the foster parents. 
i 
The worker-foster parknt relationship is not 
generally speaking educatibnal, nor can it be depend-
ent upon the worker's authority. It is not a " treat-
ment" relationship, but is i a casework relationship 
in that it can develop sucpessfully only as it is 
based on an understanding pf behavior and its motiva-
tion and a use of that und~rstanding helpfully with 
the foster parents so thati they, out of good for them-
selves, can give good thin~s to the child. 
Review of Literature on Adolesbent Boys 
Josselyn3 conceives of adblescence as encompassing an 
extensive period of accelerate~ physical and psychological 
I growth. Its onset, which can be determined by the observation 
I 
! 
of physical changes, usually obcurs at about the age of twelve 
I 
in boys. Adolescence, however!, is not wholly a chronological 
I period, but represents a physi~logical and psychological span. 
! 
Uosselyn sees it as a uni~ersal characteristic of the 
! 
normal adolescent that he is always a contradiction in whom 
I 
I 
i 
few characteristics observed tpday can be counted upon to 
i influence his behavior tomorrow. 
I 
3· Irene M. Josselyn, : M.D., The Adolescent and His 
, world, P• 5. 
--~=--
I 
l 
I 
I i ~ .:=...,. ___ -=:.:.=-::=--=-:.:.;:;..~=--· 
i 
i 
Anna Freu~has given an apt description of this contra-
' i dictory aspect of the adolescent personality in these words: 
! 
Adolescents are exces~ively egoistic, regarding 
themselves as the centre or the universe and the sole 
object of interest, and ye t at no time in later life 
are they capable of so much self-sacrifice anddevotion. 
They form the most passion~te love relations, only to 
break them off as abruptly! as they began them. On,:the 
one hand they throw themselves enthusiastically into 
the life of the community ~nd, on the other , they have 
an overpowering longing fop solitude. They oscillate 
between blind submission to some self-chosen leader 
and defiant rebellion agaihst any and every authority. 
They are selfish and materially-minded and at the same 
time full of lofty idealis~. They are ascetic, and 
will suddenly plunge into ~nstinctual indulgence of 
the most primitive charact~r. At times their behavior 
to other people is rough apd inconsiderate, yet they 
themsel ves are extremely tou~hy. Their moods veer be-
tween light-hearted optimi!sm and the blackest pessimism. 
Sometimes they will work w~th indefatigable enthusiams 
and at other times they arie sluggish and apathetic. " 
Dr. Josselyn5 declares th~t the significant stimulus for 
i 
this confused and inconsistent! behavior of the adoles cent is 
undoubtedly the biological chahge which occurs at this time . 
I 
I 
This biological change, manife!sted in the modification of the 
i 
I body structure, has also a strong impact upon the psycholo-
! 
I gical balance of the individua~. As seen by Jos selyn, the 
! 
first manifestation of the psyphological chang e is an in-
I 
creased pressure toward matura~ion. very shortly this general 
! 
urge toward maturation is incr~ased and complicated by a more 
' 
' I 
specific urgency for sexual fufl.fillment. still a third de- II 
4· Anna Freud , The Ego and the 1-'!echanisms of Defense, ~ 
Pp. 149-150 . 
I 
5. Jos selyn, ~· cit . :, p. 45. 
-=~-'- -- --- -- - -- -~ -:.. ·..:..-=· --- ~- -.::. 
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' I
velopment in the ps·ychological! change is a concomitant in-
' 
crease in aggressive energy wi jth which to strike out more 
effectively against controllink forces that strive to prevent 
. I 
gr atificati on of impulses. Inl a relatively short time these 
three elements--the more aggrebsive attack upon life problems, I 
the striving for maturation, ahd the struggle for heterosexual : 
I 
I 
a d justment--become fused into ~he so-called typical behavior 
I 
or the adolescent. ! 
I 
! 
i ~10' adolescence the parent's resources a r e apt to be 
! 
severely tested in trying to abply appropriate discipline 
I 
that will allow the adolescent ! a measure of self-assertion 
I 
I 
without permitting his aggress ~ve impulses t o get out of 
control. I I 
I 
In his school adjustment ~he adolescent faces a diffi-
cult taslc . At precisely the t~me when he most needs the sup-
1 
port of his school teacher as ~ parent-substitute the system 
I 
denies him t hat support . As the school experience becomes 
I 
oriented more toward sub j ect mf. tter the adolescent finds that 
I 
he h as a differe nt teacher for i each subject, whereas before 
i 
! 
there had been a single teacher with whom he could develop 
a. meaningful relationship. Dr ~ Josselyn6 de cries the practice !1 
I 
in some schools of segregating! the s exes in the educational 
I 
pl .. ocess, for, as she says, " Boys and girls need to work as 
6 . Josselyn, Ibid., p~ 91 
- i 
! 
i 
_ :-...:;.._-.=-::.;:...::· -_.o;_ -= --~_;··-:-l-- -·.:::.~=-o-c-..:=-=--==--, c·7···.-"- -· 
11 .. 
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I 
well as to play together. The l problems of living in a bi-
1 
! 
sexual world are not solely soicial or sexual." 
Description of the Agency 
The New England Home for ~ittle wanderers, now operated 
! 
as a multi -function, non-sectarian child care agency, was 
! 
i 
organized in May, 1865 to carel for the many children in New 
i England who had been orphaned by the Civil war. In the course 
of its ninety year history the l agency has occupied three 
different buildings and has unhergone many changes of atti- j 
tude and policy. I
I :1 
I 
The original charter granlted by the Legislature of 
I Iviassachusetts declared the pur·pose of the 1TEH to be that of 
I 
rescuing children from wan~ a.nd shame, providing them 
Hith food and clothing, gi~ing them instruction in 
mind and heart and placing! them with the cons,ent of 
their parents or guardian !in Christian homes. f 
I 
, I 
For the first forty-five years of its existence the poli- ,. 
1 
I 
cy of the NEH was to place chi~dren, whether for adoption or 
i 
foster care in free homes. i Ini 1910 the present system for 
placing children in foster hombs and paying the foster par-
I 
ents for their board and care ~as established by Dr. Frederick 
i 
Knight who was superintendent rt that time. 
In 1914 the building whici'l houses the central office of 
I 
' I 
J:ffiH was erected in the Jamaica: Plain section of Boston. rt 
I 
September, 
Little 1~randerers 
1941, P• 5. 
i 
! 
I 
I 
Afvocate, Vol. LLXVII, No. 3, 
l2 .. 
--~ -=-=~-- - ----- --
should be added here that the NRq organization includes, in 
addition to the central office in Boston, three branch of-
fices. Two of these are located in the state of !-1aine, one 
at caribou and the other in waterville. The other branch 
office is located at Pittsfield in the western part of Massa-
chusetts. The NEH organization also maintains three small 
group homes; two of these are for adolescent girls, and one 
for adolescent boys. 
Material for the present study is drawn entirely from 
the cases of the central office in Boston. The central office 
building houses the study home for children--the diagnostic 
service for which the agency is probably best known. other 
services of the centr~l office include adoption placement, 
foster home and group placement, and temporary care. All but 
one of the fourteen boys included in the present study went 
into placement under the supervision of an NEH placement work-
er following a period of observation and diagnosis (usually 
of six weeks' duration) in the agency's child study depart-
ment. This study program is designed to care for boys and 
girls in residence, and accepts children between the ages of 
four and sixteen. It begins with a physical examination by 
the staff pediatrician and is followed by dental care and any 
other special medical attention which may be indicated. During 
the six-week period under observation the child is encouraged 
to express himself as freely as possible. He is observed by 
the house mother, counsellors, and other staff members at 
13. 
work and at play, at bedtime, in the schoolroom, in his con-
tacts with adults and peers. School tests are administered 
by the staff teacher, and psychological tests by the psycholo-
gist. several interviews with the staff psychiatrist are 
usual. At the end of the observation period the child is 
considered by the total professional staff in an hour-long 
conference. The social history, including personal and fami-
ly background material is presented by a social worker; re-
ports are given by the pediatrician, the house mother, the 
teacher, the psychologist, and the psychiatrist who usually 
also makes a placement recommendation. These findings are 
discussed by staff members and a final recommendation as to 
disposition is drafted by the Director in a conference sum-
mary report. The conference recommendation is usually in 
favor of one of three alternatives : 1) return to own home 
with referral to a child guidance clinic for psychotherapy, 
referral for casework, tutoring or other special service, 
2) placement in a group setting, usually with some special 
service as therapy or tutoring, and 3) placement in a selected 
foster home, usually with special service. 
If the deci sion of the conference has been for foster 
home placement, the child is put i n one of the approved fos-
ter homes of the agency. These are homes which have been 
previously investigated by the a gency's home-finder and con-
sidered by her to be suitable for the placement of the child 
under study. The child is taken to the foster home by one 
-== --~ 
= 
o~ the NEH plRcement worker s assigned to the case immediately 
upon the action o~ the study cor~erence. This same worker 
continues to visit the child and the ~oster parents on a regu-
lar basis, working to help the child adjust to the placement 
and to aid in inter preting the chi l d and his special needs 
to the ~oster parents, the n a tural parents, teachers, and any 
others who ar e important in the new li~e situation o~ the 
child. Frequency o~ visits to the ~oster home and collateral 
contacts a r e determined by the needs or the individual child 
and ~oster parents, subject to those limitations on the case-
worker's time imposed by the size o~ his case load. The 
average case l oad o~ a placement worker at tffiH is between 
thirty and thirty-~ive, and it is usually possible to see 
each child at least once a month. Hany o~ the children are 
visited weekly . 
During a typical year ~mH, including the three group 
homes and the three branch o~~ices, cares ~or a total o~ some 
twelve hundred children. At any one time in the year the 
average number o~ children under care approximates six hun-
dred, about ~ive hundred o~ which are served by the central 
o~~ice . 
15. 
Method o~ Procedure 
CHAPTER III 
FINDINGS OF THE STUDY 
In~ormation on the problems encountered by ~oster mothers 
in dealing with adolescent boys was studied in three important 
areas o~ adjustment--school, discipline, and sexuality. 
The dynamic principle that a person tends to deal with 
another person's life situation in terms o~ his own experience 
of that same situation was applied to the ~oster mother's 
relationship with the adolescent boy. Assuming that the ~os-
ter mother's own experience of some of the crises o~ adoles-
cence would influence her way o~ dealing with similar crises 
in the adolescent boy, the ~oster mother's recollection o~ 
her own adolescence in the three areas mentioned above was 
investigated and related to her handling of the adolescent 
boy. 
De~inition of sample 
The sample ~or this study was comprised o~ fourteen ~os­
ter mothers who were able to maintain in continuous care for 
a minimum of one year an adolescent boy between the age of 
twelve and fifteen. This age span was chosen because it was 
~elt that the adjustment problems characteristic of this age 
span would be more or less homogeneous. 
16 . 
Method of Data Collection 
There were two principal sources o~ data: 1} the ease 
record and 2) the ~oeused interview. The ease record pro-
vided the data on the problems o~ relationship between the 
~oster mother and the adolescent boy. The ~oeused interview 
was used to obtain information regarding the ~oster mother's 
own adolescence. A recent book on research methods in social 
relations1 de~ines the main ~unction of the ~oeused interview 
as being to "~oeus" attention upon a given experience and its 
ef~eets rather than to dictate specific questions. In the 
definition of this book emphasis in this type o~ interview 
is placed upon the subjective experiences of the persons 
interviewed. Thus, in the present study the writer "focused" 
attention upon the ~oster mother's own adolescence and, more 
speei~ieally, upon her subjective recollection of adolescence. 
The writer was particularly interested in the ~oster mother's 
recollections of her own mother's attitudes regarding sexuali-
ty and discipline and the quality of a~feetion which she felt 
she had received from her mother. The foster mother was 
encouraged to recall spontaneously as much of her adolescent 
experience as possible. I~ this spontaneous recollection 
failed to produce appreciable responses in the areas mention~ 
the writer sought to elicit them by a few general questions 
1. Marie Jahoda.., and others, Research Methods in 
Social Relations, p. 176. 
17 . 
in these areas. 
Schedule 
In addition to the usual identi£ying data (such as age, 
religion, etc.) the writer sought data o£ a more qualitative 
sort. The schedule (which is reproduced in its entirety in 
the Appendix) was used to process all data. The qualitative 
type o£ data. covered the following areas: the foster mother's 
handling of the adolescent boy in her care with reference to 
her attitudes regarding sexuality and discipline and the kind 
of a£fection which characterized her relationship with the 
boy; the foster mother's recollection of her own handling 
during adolescence relative to the three aspects mentioned 
above; and the boy's school and community adjustment. 
~1ethod of nata Analysis 
The areas of relationship and adjustment mentioned above 
were processed by means of a rating scale. The categories 
dealing with affection, sexuality and discipline were treated 
in terms of two undesirable extremes (such as over-strict and 
lax) and a desirable middle ground {appropriate). The cate-
gories concerned with school and community adjustment were 
rated according to an ascending scale ranging from poor to 
fair to good. 
A description of the factors considered in making the 
ratings .within the various categories is presented below. 
18 • 
.: 
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Boy's School Adjustment 
Poor - conspicuous failure to complete assignments; ina-
bility to concentrate; distracting, agressive, 
or otherwise unruly classroom behaviour serious 
enough to cause major concern on the part of 
school authorities. 
Fair - Borderline performance with respect to class-
room behaviour or academic performance or both. 
Good - Well-liked by teachers and fellow-students and 
not a disciplinary problem. Average or better 
academic performance. 
Boyts Community Adjustment 
Poor - Delinquencies in the community such as stealing 
from stores, destruction of property, deviant 
sexual behavior, cruelty to other children, etc. 
sufficient to arouse considerable community 
feeling against him. 
Fair - Tolerated but not well-liked by neighbors and 
others in the community. 
Good - Active member or leader in community organi-
zations and activities. Well-liked by neighbors. 
Foster Mother's Recollection of Own Mother 
In the categories involving foster mother's handling by 
her own mother in her adolescence the foster mother's evalu-
ation of her mother's attitudes were accepted with a minimum 
of questioning as to her reasons for this evaluation. Fre-
quently the evaluation was expressed in a single sentence 
such as, "You think I'm strict. (The writer had not expressed 
any such opinion.) You should have known my mother!" 
Affection Shown by Foster Mother 
Slight - Boy feels only partially accepted, does not 
feel free to confide in foster mother. Foster 
_:::::!_- :;._. --:;:;. 
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mother speaks mostly in scolding tone to boy, 
seldom shows by words or any physical mani-
restation that she reels affection for the boy. 
Over-Protection - Takes boy's part right or wrong, does 
not encourage him to take responsibility for 
his own mistakes. Tendency to resist any 
show of independence on part of boy. 
Appropriate - Boy feels comfortable with her and con-
fides in her. Expresses her arfection for the 
boy in words and by physical manifestations 
(such as a good-night kiss) without being se-
ductive. Makes boy feel accepted and a part 
of the foster family. 
Discipline Shown by Foster Mother 
over-strict - Rigid, authoritarian approach, expects to 
be obeyed without question. Insists on unus u-
ally early bedtime and allows boy little 
freedom of movement or choice of friends. 
Lax Sets few limits and fails to show normal con-
cern over boy•s comings and goings, his choice 
of friends, etc. Permits boy to develop 
irresponsible, extravagant habits in the use 
of money. 
Appropriate - Discipline geared to help boy grow toward 
maturity. Encourages development of responsi-
bility and independence on the part of the boy, 
but does not expect more than is reasonable 
for his age. Able to be flexible when the 
occasion demands. 
Foster Mother's Concern About Sexuality 
Extreme - Will not discuss, or permit discussion, of 
sexual matters. Makes boy feel he must hide 
his interest in girls. 
Lax Fails to show normal concern about boy's 
whereabouts or the kind of girls whose company 
he seeks. Tends to deny plain evidence of 
promiscuity in own children or foster children 
when such evidence exists. May even be seduc-
tive with adolescent boy, creating tension 
within him which may cause him to act out with 
girls in the community. 
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Appropriate - Treats interest in the opposite sex as a 
normal, healthy aspect of the adolescent boy's 
growth toward maturity, and creates an atmos-
phere in which the boy may feel free to dis-
cuss this interest. Shows intelligent inter-
est in and appropriate concern about who the 
boy goes with and where he goes. 
Present~tion of Data 
on the following pages the data are presented in the 
following order: the background characteristics of the fos-
ter mothers (age, religion, etc.); the relationship charac-
teristics of the fos ·ter mothers; and factors relating to the 
relationship characteristics. This latter group includes: 
1) foster mother's own adolescence, 2) foster mother's back-
ground and attitudes toward the adolescent boy as they relate 
to the current problem, and 3) characteristics of the boys 
as they relate to the current problem. 
A· Background Characteristics of Foster Mothers (see Table I) 
1. Age 
Considered from the standpoint of age, the fourteen 
foster mothers studied fell naturally into two groups: 
1) 36-44 and 2) 50-55. There were eight in the older group 
and five in the younger group. In a class by herself was the 
"baby" of the group--a foster mother aged 29. 
2. Religion 
There was an even division amongst the foster mothers 
between catholic and Protestant religious affiliation, with 
seven each belonging to the two major divisions of the 
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Christian faith. The absence of any Jewish foster mothers 
from the sample is explained by the fact that the Jewish 
community in this area maintains its own well-organized pro-
gram of child care. 
TABLE I. 
AGE, EDUCATION, AND RELIGION OF FOSTER MOTHERS 
Education 
Age Grammar High Business Religion 
School School College 
Under R.c. 
30 1 Protestant 1 
36- 3 1 R.c. 4 44 1 Protestant 1 
50- 1 2 R.c. 3 
54 2 1 2 Protestant 5 
Total 6 5 3 
!. 3. Educational Background 
No one of the group had less than a grammar school 
(eighth grade) education and no one more than two and one-half' 
'I 
years of business coll ege. The greatest number (six) were I 
those who had left school after the completion of the eighth 
grade. Four of these were Roman catholic and two were 
Protestant. There were five foster mothers who had either 
finished high school or completed at least one grade of high 
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school. Three or these were Protestant and two were Roman 
catholic. The smallest group (three) was composed or those 
who had completed one or more years of' business college arter 
graduation from high school. Two were Protestant and one was 
Roman Catholic. 
·4· Socio-Economic Background 
For the most part the roster ra~ilies studied seem to 
belong to the middle class working family. occupationally 
. -4- -
speaking, there were no professional men among the roster 
fathers. There were four auto mechanics, two janitors, one 
tailor, one fireman, one city trash collection supervisor, one 
dairyhand, one house painter, one horse exercise boy, one 
machine shop worker, and one iron worker. 
B. Relationship Characteristics or Foster Mothers (see Table 
II) . 
1. Discipline 
In the area of' discipline there were rawer roster 
mothers showing an appropriate handling or the adolescent boy 
than in any or the other principle areas of inter-action under 
investigation. Only f'our were rated as demonstrating an 
appropriate disciplinary attitude. Four were considered 
over-strict disciplinarians and six were rated as lax. 
Of' the four who showed an appropriate disciplinary atti-
tude three regarded their maternal discipline as appropriate 
and one as strict. There was even distribution (two each) 
with respect to the older and younger age groups and Roman 
-.... _--=:::-- - --===- "'::...::- - -- --- _;::. --=----_:.. :, ~:..---. ..:.·:--_;;. ... --:::.._ -..__ -
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No.. s 
1 
2 1 
3 
4 1 
5 
6 1 
7 
8 
9 
10 1 
11 
12 
13 
14 
Total 4 
.:t.. 
TABLE II. 
RELATIONSHIP CHARACTERISTICS OF 
FOSTER MOTHERS TOWARD ADOLESCENT BOYS 
Disci;E1ine Affection 
A L s A 0-P E 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 1 
1 1 1 
4 6 4 8 2 4 
Sexua1itz 
A 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
9 
- -
-- --
L 
1 
1 
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catholic and Protestant religious affiliation. Educationally, 
two had finished grammar school, one had reached the eleventh 
I• grade of high school, and one had attended business college. 
or the four who appeared over-strict in their discipline, 
two considered their own mother's discipline to have been 
appropriate and two felt it was over-strict. Three were of 
the older age group and one of the younger age group. Edu-
cationally, the picture was almost identical with that of the 
appropriate group. TWo of the over-strict foster mothers 
finished grammar school, one completed high school, and one 
attended business college. Two were Roman catholic and two 
were Protestant. 
The largest group (six)-~those whose discipline was 
rated as lax--felt, with only one exception, that they had 
received appropriate discipline during their own adolescence. 
In this group three were of the older age classification, two 
or the younger, and one only twenty-nine. Three were Roman 
catholic and three were Protestant. Two or the catholics had 
completed eighth grade and one ninth grade. Two of the · 
Protestants had finished high school and one had entered 
business college. 
2. Affection 
Nine of the foster mothers were considered appropri-
ately affectionate. seven felt that they had received appro-
priate affection from their own mothers. One who lost her 
own mother at an early age and was reared by a distant rela-
------·--- -~:-:"" ~--.,-
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tive relt she had received only slight arrection. Three were 
Roman Catholic and rive were Protestant. Four were in the 
I 
older age group, three in the younger and one was twenty-nine. 
Three went only as rar as the eighth grade, one reached the 
eleventh grade, one gl:"adb.a,ted )from high school, and three 
attended business college. 
There were four foster mothers who seemed to give only 
slight affection to their boys. Two felt their own mother's 
affection was appropriate and two felt it had been slight. 
Three were of the older age group and one the younger. Three 
were Roman catholic and one was Protestant. Three completed 
the eighth grade and one the ninth. 
The two other foster mothers were considered over-pro-
tective. Both recalled their own mother's affection as slight 
and both finished high school. One was a Protestant of the 
younger age agroup and the other was a catholic or the older 
age group. 
3. Attitude toward sexuality 
There were nine foster mothers who showed an appropri-
ate reaction to the adolescent boy's sexuality or interest in 
the opposite sex. Eight felt that own mother's attitude in 
this regard had been appropriate. One relt that her mother 
had shown extreme concern. Five were of the older group, 
three of the younger group, and one was twenty-nine. Four 
were catholic and five were Protestant. Four had completed 
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grammar school, one had finished the eleventh grade, and one 
had graduated from high school. The other three attended 
business college. 
Four of the foster mothers showed extreme concern in this 
area. Three considered .that own mother's attitude had been 
appropriate but one considered it extreme. Three were in the 
older age group and one in the younger. Three were catholic 
and one was Protestant. Two had finished eighth grade, one 
the ninth, and one had graduated from high school. 
One foster mother was considered lax in her attitude in 
this area. She was a Protestant of the younger age group, who 
considered the maternal attitude toward her own adolescent 
sexuality to have been lax. This foster mother graduated from 
a trade high school. 
c. Factors Relating to Relationship Characteristics 
1. Foster Mother's Own Adolescence 
a. Background and Attitudes toward own Adolescence as 
They Relate to current Problem 
1) Courtship and Marriage (see Table III) 
These foster mothers, on the whole, seem to have 
begun their dating fairly late in adolescence and were married 
rather early. The largest number (seven) started dating 
around eighteen. Six began dating at sixteen, and one thought 
she had started dating at about fourteen. Those who started 
dating earlier tended to get married earlier. The one foster 
mother who started dating at fourteen was married at eighteen, 
case 
No. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
Total 
-~-
TABLE III. 
AGE WHEN FOSTER MOTHERS' DATING BEGAN 
AND AGE AT MARRIAGE 
Age of Dating Age When Married 
14 16 18 17-19 20-25 35-40 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 6 6 2 11 1 
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and one or the six who started dating at sixteen was married 
at seventeen. Of the others who started dating at sixteen, 
one was married at twenty, three at twenty-one, and one at 
twenty-two. Of the seven who started dating at eighteen none 
was married before the age of twenty-one. Four were married 
at' that age, one at twenty-two, one at twenty-five, and one 
at thirty-eight. 
2) Mothers' Di scipline (see Table IV) 
An impressive majority (ten) of the fourteen 
foster mothers recalled their own mothers' discipline as 
appropriate. Four regarded the maternal discipline as having 
been over-strict. Of these four, three were Protestant and 
one was Roman catholic. Three were in the older age group 
(see under age) and one was in the younger age group. None 
of the foster mothers considered that she had been severely 
disc i plined. 
3) Mothers' Affection 
Eleven out or fourteen of the foster mothers 
felt that they had been given appropriate afrection by their 
own mothers. The other three felt that they had received 
only slight maternal arfection. All three of the latter were 
Protestant. Two were of the older age group and one of the 
younger age group. 
4) Mothers' Concern about Sexuality 
Eleven considered that own mothers had shown 
30. 
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TABLE IV. 
FOSTER MOTHERS' RECOLLECTION OF OWN 
MOTHERS' ATTITUDES TOWARD ADOLESCENCE 
Case Discipline Affection Sexuality 
No. 0-S A L s A 0-P E A L 
1 1 1 1 
2 1 1 1 
3 1 1 1 
4 1 1 1 
5 1 1 1 
6 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 
8 1 1 1 
9 1 1 1 
10 1 1 1 
11 1 1 1 
12 1 1 1 
13 1 1 1 
14 1 1 1 
Total 4 10 0 3 9 2 2 11 1 
an appropriate concern about sexuality where they were con-
cerned. Two felt that mother's attitude had been one of ex-
treme concern and one recalled mother's attitude as lax. Of 
those who considered the maternal attitude appropriate, six 
were catholic and five were Protestant. Six were in the older 
age group, four in the younger age group, and one in the class 
by herself at twenty-nine. Both of the two who regarded own 
mother's attitude as having been extreme were in the older 
age group; one was Roman catholic and one was Protestant. The 
one who considered the maternal attitude to have been lax was 
a Protestant of the younger age group. 
2. Characteristics of the Adolescent Boys as They Relate 
to Current Problem 
It has already been mentioned that this is a study 
of fourteen boys between the ages of twelve and fifteen, who 
have been in continuous placement with the same foster mother 
for a period of at least one year. All are cons.idered to be 
of average intelligence. All are white, native-born American& 
a. Age of Placement (see Table V) 
The great majority of the boys (ten) had been 
placed in their present foster home during the age period 
under study (twelve to fifteen). Three of them were placed 
between the ages of seven and nine, and one was placed as an 
infant. 
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TABLE V. 
AGE AT TIME OF PLACEMENT AND 
REASON FOR PLACEMENT 
Unmanageable at 
Home 
Own Parental 
unmanageable in 
Community 
own Community 
Age 
Other 
Reasons Behavior Behavior Behavior Behavior Total 
1-3 
3-6 
6-9 
9-11 
12-15 
Total 
1 
3 
2 6 
3 9 
b. Reason for Placement 
2 
2 
1 
0 
3 
0 
10 
14 
Nine of the boys placed were showing unmanageable 
behavior at home and two were exhibiting unmanageable behavi-
or in the community (here represented by the school situ-
ation). Three were placed for other reasons--two of these 
because of own mother's death and one because of the mental 
illness and consequent hospitalization of own mother. A 
breakdown of the nine cases of unmanageable behavior at home--
the largest category of reasons for placement--presents the 
following distribution of symptoms: aggressive behavior, 2; 
enuresis, 2; lying and stealing, 3; uncontrollable behavior, 
1; and runaway, 1. 
.::. 
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c. Relationship with own Parents 
Analysis of the boys' contact with own parents 
shows that seven had no contact with own mother after place-
ment and ffive no contact with own father. In the case of 
lost contact with the mother death was the reason in three 
out of seven instances, whereas death accounted for only one 
out of five broken contacts with the father. Of the seven 
boys having some sort of maternal contact, six had contact 
with natural mother, one with adoptive mother. Of the nine 
boys who maintained paternal contact, six had contact with 
natural father, two with stepfather, and one with adoptive 
father. 
Examination of the marital status of own parents dis-
closes that in only one i nstance was the boy born of a mar-
riage which has survived to the present time. Even in this 
lone instance divorce is an ever-present possibility, chiefly 
because of the mental illness of the mother. Five of the 
mothers bore their sons illegitimately. Only one of these 
five kept her son with her in a continuing relationship, in 
this case broken only by the death of the mother. The other 
four contracted marriages in which the stepfather was re-
jecting of the boy with the result that he had to be placed 
with substitute parents. Three marriages of the natural 
parents were terminated by the death of the mother. Four 
mothers secured a divorce from the boy's father and later re-
married. One mother is divorced, but has not remarried. The 
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marital record of the boys' fathers is similar to that of the 
mothers. The one lasting marriage has already been mentioned. 
As already mentioned, five of the boys had fathers who were 
not married to the mother at the time of their birth. Only 
one of these illegitimate fathers maintained any contact with 
the boy after his birth. This one father actually tried, but 
unsuccessfully, to make a place for the boy in his home after 
natural mother's death. One marriage ended with father's 
death. Four of the fathers were divorced and remarried; tl'lO 
are widowers; and one is divorced but not remarried. 
d. Boyts Legal Status 
As already indicated in the foregoing section on 
marital status of parents, nine of the boys were legitimate 
and five illegitimate. Two of the latter five were legall y 
e.dopted, but three remain illegitimate and unadopted. 
e. School Adjustment (see Table VI) 
In spite of average intelligence, nine of the boys 
were retarded by one grade or more. One, in special class, 
was retarded by six grades; two showed a retardation of three 
grades; four were retarded by two grades; and two by one 
grade. The remaining five were functioning at their proper 
grade level. In the matter of behavior in the classroom 
seven of the boys were scored as poor, two fair, and five as 
good. 
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Foster 
Hother 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
TABLE VI. 
EDUCATIONAL LEVEL OF FOSTER MOTHER IN 
RELATION TO AGE AND GRADE LEVEL OF FOSTER SON 
AND STANDARD GRADE LEVEL FOR AGE 
Education- Boy's Boy's Standard School Retardation 
al Level Age Grade Grade~" (No. of Grades) 
11th 15 9th 9th 0 
8th 15 9th 9th 0 
Business 
College 15 6th 9th 3 
Business 3rd 
College 15 ( Sp. Cl.) 9th 6 
I 
8th 15 9th 9th 0 
H.s. 14 6th 8th, 9th 2 
8th 15 7th 9th 2 
H.s. 15 7th 9th 2 
13-9 
8th mos. 8th 7th, 8th 0 
Business 
College 15 6th 9th 3 
9th 15 9th 9th 0 
8th ll~-2 7th 8th, 9th 1 
mos. 
8th 15 7th 9th 2 
H.S. 15 8th 9th 1 
Quoted 
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f. Social Adjustment in Community 
The boys showed up better in their adjustment to 
the community at large than to the school situation. Six were 
good in their adjustment; four were fair; and only four were 
considered poor. 
3. Problems Requiring Most Casework Help (see Table VII) 
In analyzing the problems of adolescent boys in foster 
home placement, for the successful handling of which the fos-
ter mother is likely to require help from the social worker, 
the writer felt that an examination of the number of foster 
home visits by the worker and the reasons for those visits 
would provide an appropriate index. The results of this exami-
nation are recorded in Table VII • . 
It will be seen from this f table that defiance of the 
foster mother's authority by the adolescent boy was the most 
frequent cause for foster home visits by the placement worker. 
A total of twenty-nine visits were made to the foster homes 
of five boys presenting this problem. Although in four of the 
five boys in this category other problems existed in conjunc-
tion with expressions of defiance, a review of these cases 
indicates that in every case it was the defiant attitude which 
caused the foster mother most concern. 
The second most important reason for foster home visits 
was the problem of school adjustment. Four boys who presented 
this problem required a total of eighteen visits. Of the five 
36. 
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case Rou-
,, No. tine 
t: 
I 
II 1 
,I 2 1 
I 3 I 
I! 4 
I 5 1 
i 
I 6 
7 
II 8 
9 
10 1 
11 1 
12 
13 
14 
4 
TABLE VII. 
FREQUENCY AND REASONS FOR VISITS BY CASEWORKER TO FOSTER HOMES 
OF ADOLESCENT BOYS DURING LAST SIX MONTHS OF PLACEMENT 
Reason For Visit 
Feels Aggres- Poor Concern 
Sex Steal- School over- Def'i- Runa- sive Choice About 
Acti- ing Problem Restric- ance way Behavi- of' own 
vity ted or Friends Family 
1 
1 1 1 1 
1 
1 1 
1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 
1 
1 1 
- 4 5 - - -1 2 1 1 1 1 1 
No. 
of 
Visits 
4 
3 
6 
4 
3 
12 
3 
6 
6 
3 
3 
4 
12 
2 
I. 
VJ 
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boys who showed defiance toward the foster mother, two of 
these also presented problems in school adjustment. From the 
teacher's standpoint the problem was seen as the failure of 
the boy to perrorm the quality of work of which he seemed 
capable. Experience has shown that teachers are prone to 
interpret such failures as an indication of failure on their 
part. From the boy ' s standpoint there were different combi-
nations of various factors such as inability to concentrate, 
restlessness, and boredom with classroom work. 
Those visits classified as routine, i.e., not in response 
to any particular problem or complaint from the boy or the 
foster mother appeared in the same number of cases (four) as 
did the visits in response to school problems, but the total 
number of routine visits was considerably smaller. Table VI 
shows the present grade level of the adolescent boy both in 
relation to the standard grade level for his age and the edu-
cational level achieved by his foster mother. 
Table VI reveals that nine of the boys included in this 
study were retarded by one grade or more. Of this number 
six were placed with foster mothers who had a. high school 
education or better. The other three were living with fos-
ter mothers who had left school after finishing the eightp 
grade . Of the five boys in their proper grade, three were 
placed with foster mothers who had left school after the 
eighth grade, one with foster mother who had completed the 
~---::=-=.. ____ · .::.... -
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ninth grade, and one with a roster mother who had completed 
the eleventh grade. 
The reader is here cautioned against a too hasty evalu-
ation or roster mother's attitude toward education on the 
basis o:f the grade level achieved by her. Although nine o:f 
the rourteen roster mothers :failed to complete high school, 
only two admitted that they did not like school and le:ft of 
their own accord. The others stated that they liked school, 
but were forced by ramily considerations, usually financial, 
to leave prematurely. 
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CHAPTER IV 
INTERPRETATION OF DATA 
on the basis of data obtained in this study the majority 
of the foster mothers might be described as follows : 
They were between the ages of fifty and fifty-five, 
either Roman catholic or Protestant, and had a graw.mar school 
education. Their husbands were mainly in the skilled trades, 
notably as automobile mechanics . In their handling of the 
foster child, the adolescent boy, they were inclined to think , 
of themselves as rather lax disciplinarians, showing ample 
warmth and affection for the boy, and viewing his interest in 
the opposite sex as a healthy and normal characteristic of 
his age. They recalled their own adolescence in very posi-
tive terms . They felt that their own mothers were neither 
t oo strict nor too lax as disciplinarians, gave them an abun-
dance of affection, and did not seem unduly anxious over their 
relationship with members of the opposite sex. The majority 
of the foster mothers did not begin dating until they were 
about eighteen and they were married when they were twenty-
one or a little older. In terms of the problems arising in 
their relationship with the adolescent boy the foster mothers 
expressed the greatest concern over the boy's defiance of 
their authority. Another problem causing the foster mother 
almost s.s much concern was the boy 1 s difficulties in making 
an adequate school adjustment. These were the two problem 
-=c::~··- --
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areas around which the f oster mothers showed the greatest 
freedom and initiative in seeking the help of the placement 
worker. 
This is a summary of the charac t eristic s c ommon to the 
majority of the foster mothers studied and provides an out-
l:i.ne for the discussion of the possible relation of any or e.ll 
of these several charac teris t ics with t h e at titudes of the 
foster mother toward the adolescent boy in the adjustment 
areas of sexuality and discipline. The fos t er mother's re-
lationship to t he boy's school adjustment will b e treated 
separately at the end of the discussion for the reason that 
school ad j ustmen t does not seem to be nearly so deeply and 
d i rectly involved in the foster mother-foster child relation-
ship as are the foster mother 's attitudes tm.;ard the boy rela-
tive t o discipline and sexuality. 
The findine s of this study suggest a possible r elation 
betv.reen age and the foster mother's attitude toward the ~oy's 
sexuality i n that the older f oster mothers reveale d a tenden-
cy tmv-a.rd the more restr ictive attitude in t hi s area. In the 
matter of discipline there was also a strong indication that 
the older foster mothers tende d to be more strict. One reas-
on for this might b e the older mother 's gr e a ter chronological 
dis tance from the adolescent period . This distance might well 
s erve to make her think of adolescent problems as something 
alien to her experience, and hence to her understanding and 
sympathy. There is also, as another possible explanation, 
--
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the generally accepted f'act that most older people tend to 
become less flexible in their reactions to life exper iences. 
Religion proved to be a negligible factor in the foste r 
mother's attitude toward discipline, but an operative influ-
ence in her attitude toward sexuality. The data suggests 
that Roman catholic foster mothers tended more toward the ex -
treme ol. concern about sexuality than did the Protestants. 
Such an a ttitude would seem to follow naturally from the pre-
mium placed by Roman catholic teaching upon sexual continence 
for the laiety and the insistence on the celibate life for 
the clergy and members of the religious orders. The impli-
cation that the life of sexual gratification, vJhile necessary 
and permissible for the majority, is not of as h igh an order 
as the life of sexual abstinence, seems to characterize the 
Roman catholic orientation. Some of the Roman catholic fos-
ter mothers, influenced by this orientation, may have pre-
sented themselves as more restrictive in the sexual area than 
they were in actual practice. 
Although an appropriate attitude toward sexuality was 
f'ound to be evenly distributed amongst the foster mothers of 
every educational level, the study suggests that the foster 
mothers of the lower educational level tend to be more re-
strictive in their attitude toward sexuality. This more r e-
strictive attitude might well stem from t he f e ar often .found 
in association with ignorance or incomple te knowledge. If 
the lower level of education applies as well to the lower 
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l evel of the foster mother ' s information about s exuality, 
then the extreme attitude would seem a natural consequence. 
'Old 1rli v es Tales' , superstition, and mis i nformation of every 
sor t fi nds a congenial s oil in the minds of those not fully 
informed. This misinformation or laclc of information woul d 
account for the unusual degree of anxiety about sexuality. 
Another factor, however, must also be considered here. The 
majority of foster mothers who showed extreme concern about 
sexual matters were Roman Catholic as well as r epresentatives 
of the lower educational level. This coincidence of religion 
and educational level make it difficult t o determine which 
was the decisive factor--education or r eligion--in this anxi-
ety about sex. It could be the result of a combination of 
both factors. The factor of age is a third possibility . 
Three of' the four foster mothers showing this extreme concern 
about sexuality were in the older age group . The speculations 
which apply to the factor of age have already been discussed. 
It would seem fair to say, then, that lower educa tional level, 
Roman c atholic religious affiliation, and advanced age seem 
to be equally allowable as possible causative factors in the 
creati on of the extreme attitude toward sexual adjustment. 
The educational level of the foster mother does not seem 
to have any significant effect upon the foster mother's disci-
plinary attitude. 
Based on the foster mothers' recollections, it would 
appear that their own mothers' disciplinary attitud~might 
-- ~ 
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contribute as readily to a lax attitude toward discipline on 
the part of the foster mother as to an appr opriate attitude. 
The question of relation between foster mother's attitude 
toward sexuality and that of her mother appears inconclusive. 
When we turn to the area of sexual attitudes, relation-
ship between own mother's attitudes and those of the foster 
mother seem even more inconclusive. Their representations 
would make it appear that an appropriate attitude on the part 
of their mothers could result as readily in the foster mother's 
expression of an extreme attitude as an appropriate one. 
The meaning of this seeming lack of relationship between 
the foster mother's attitudes and the att i tudes shown toward 
her in her adolescen ce by her own mother both in the area of 
discipline and sexuality seems to lie in the subjective ele-
ment of the foster mother's recollections. Almost Nithout 
exception the foster mothers seemed to be trying to present 
their mothers, and by implication, themselves, in the best 
possible light. 
It seems important to understand why the foster mothers 
should have felt this need to present themselves through their 
own mothers in this particular way. The relationship be tween 
· the foster mother and the worker as representative of the 
plac ement agency offers a possible answer to this question. 
It seems possible that the foster mother may have niisinterpretEid 
what the agency expects of her. In some instances she may 
have felt that she must appear to the worker as near perfect 
as possible in order to gain acceptance from him and from the 
agency. The laxity which characterizes the disciplinary atti-
tude of so many of the foster mothers might also reflect a 
misunderstanding of her role as being only a "giving" person 
with little responsibility for the discipline of the child. 
Many caseworkers see themselves too exclusively in terms of 
the giving person and not enough in terms of setting limits, 
and this attitude of the caseworker may be reflected in the 
foster mother. The possibility of a misunderstanding of what 
is expected of her on the part of the foster mother seems t o 
apply with particular force in the area of sexuality. Al-
though sexual conflict is one of the hallmarks of adolescence 
sexual problems do not even appear in the list of problems 
about which the foster mother expressed greatest concern to 
the -v10rker during the last six months of the boy• s placement. 
What is the meaning of this silence? It is possible that she 
has brought with her out of her own adolescence such conflict 
and inhibition about sexuality that she considers it a for-
bidden subject for discussion. The foster mother, in spite 
of agency interpretation to the contrary may have the concep-
tion that the agency is not interested in the boy's pr oblems 
in this area, but only in such things as his being properly 
fed and clothed and given a reasonable amount of schooling. 
The foster mother may think of problems in the sexual area 
as the province of the foster father, and the worker might 
learn more about the boy's sexual problems by talking with 
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the foster father. The foster moth er may think of problems 
in the sexual area as a particularly strong reflection of 
failur e on her part with the result that she does not discuss 
these problems with the worker for fear of losing the approval 
of the worker and the agency. 
1rlhatever the answer to these questions, the study indi-
cates the ne ed for fur ther exploration and understanding of 
the foster mother ' s characteristic way of rela t i ng to the 
worker as representative of the agency. Implicl t in such an 
exploration should be the agency's determination to convey 
to the foster mother the rea lization that the agency accepts 
her as a valued member of i ts chi l d c a re t eam and as a person . 
She mus t be hel ped to see that the agency does not expect 
perfection from her and wants her to feel free to bring to 
the worker for help problems of any nature as they arise in 
the foste r parent-foster child relat ionship . 
The influence of the foster mother's attitudes on the 
adolescent boy 1 s school a djustment did not seem particularly 
meaningful , and t here was no substantial evidence of any 
significant relation between foster mother ' s educational level 
and the boy•s school achievement . As was pointed out in 
Chapter III, t he fact that the majority of the foster mothers 
( six) had g one only as far as the eighth grade did not mean 
that this was the limit of the i r a cademic ability or that they 
were l a cking in a proper appr eciation of the value of edu-
cation. I t seemed to be more directly related to the pressures 
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of family financial circumstance s . There \vas no evidence of 
any adverse effect whatsoever of the foster mother's low 
grade level on the boy's school progress. On the contrary, 
the study revealed that only three of the nine boys who sho-vJed 
some school reta!•dation were living with foster mothers who 
had n ot gone beyond the eighth grade level. 
-'-#-
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CHAPTER V 
S1 .. 11~MARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The purpose of this thesis was to study the p roblems en-
countered by foster mothers in dealing vli th adolescent boys. 
Particular attention was paid to three important areas of' 
adjustment: school, discipline, and sexuality. 
The study was undertaken as an ef'f'ort to add to the 
placement agency's knowledge of how it can best serve the 
needs of its foster mothers as these needs relate to the 
placement of adolescent boys. The setting for the study was 
the foster home placement department of the Hew England Home 
for Li ttle 'V'Janderers in Boston, Massachusetts, a multiple-
function child care agency. 
The subjects of the study were fourteen foster mothers 
who had maintained an adolescent boy in continuous foster 
home care for a period of one year or more . Information on 
background characteristics of the foster mother s and the ado-
lescent boys was obtained from case records. Information on 
the attitudes of the foster mothers toward the adolescent 
boys in the a reas of discipline, sexuality, and school ad-
justment were obtained by means of a focused interview held 
by the pla cement worker with the foster mother. 
Limitations of the study as to sample and scope of con-
clusions were chiefly those inBerent in the nature of the 
agency itself as a private, non-sectarian, child care agency, 
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and the relatively small size of the sample studied. 
The focus of the study was an investigation of the fos-
ter mother's background and personal characteristics for the 
possible relation of these characteristics to the attitudes 
shown by the foster mother toward the adolescent boy in the 
problem areas mentioned. 
The findings of the study indicated a relation between 
the age of the foster mother and her attitudes relative to 
both sexuality and discipline. The older foster mothers 
showed more extreme concern about sexuality and were inclined 
to be more strict in their discipline . 
Religion proved to be a negligible factor in the foster 
mother r s a ttl tude to1r1ard discipline, but appear·ed an operative · 
one in her attitude toward sexuality. The Roman catholic 
mothers tended toward more extreme concern about sexuality 
than the Protestants. This observation was tentative, how-
ever, and had to be qualified by an observed coincidence be-
tween Roman catholic religious affiliation and two possibly 
significant factors, advanced age and lower educational level. 
It was not possible without further study to determine which 
of the three factors was the decisive one in determining the 
foster mother's attitude toward sexuality. 
As indicated above, the level of education was a possible 
factor in the attitude toward sexuality, but was without 
significant effect in deter mining foster mother's discipli-
nary attitude . 
The subjective element appeared so strong in foster 
1notherts recollection of maternal attitudes shown toward her 
during her adolescence as to rule out any relation of atti-
tudes in this area. This aspect of the study did, however, 
indicate a need for further exploration and clarification of 
the foster mother's own interpretation of her relationship to 
the agency and the agency worker. 
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APPENDIX 
SCHEDULE FOR DATA COLLECTION 
A· Background Characteristics of Foster Mothers 
1. Age 
2. Religion 
3. Educational background 
4• Socio-economic background 
B. Relationship Characteristics of Foster Mothers 
1. Discipline Over-strict, appropriate, lax 
2. Affection Slight, appropriate, over-protective 
3. Concern about Sexuality Extreme, appropriate, lax 
c. Factors Relating to Relationship Characteristics 
1. Foster Mother's own Adolescence 
a. Baclcground and A ttl tudes toward own Adolescence as 
They Relate to current Problem 
1) Courtship and l'!arriage - Age When Dating Began, 
Age at Ivtarriage 
2) Own Mother's Discipline - Over-strict, Appropri-
ate, Lax 
3) own Mother's Affection - Slight, Appropriate, 
Over-Protective 4) Own Mother's Concern about Sexuality -Extreme, 
Appropriate, Lax 
2. Characteristics of Adolescent Boys as They Relate to 
current Problem 
a. Age at Placement 
b. Reason for Placement 
c. Relationship with Own Parents - Contact with Father, 
Mother 
1) Parents' Marital status 
2) Contact with }1other Adoptive Mother Stepmother 
Father Adoptive Father Stepfather 
3) Boy's Legal Status 
Legitimate Illegitimate Adopted 
d. School Adjustment - Poor, Fair, Good 
e. Social Adjustment in Community - Poor, Fair, Good 
3. Problems Requiring Most casework Help 
a. Type of Problem 
b. Number of casework Visits Required in Last Six Nonths ' 
of Placement 
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